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To: 

I noticed that in the trailer you sent, …... the background music said at 10 sec in: 'we are going to part the
waters', so I looked up the lyrics/soundtrack. This was affirmed by your video Tammy, in which the reviewer
pointed to the soundtrack explicitly.  

Appears there are amazing revelations of enemy signaling, even the Draco tail sweep is mentioned. 

Note: I have early morning time to research/reply/check comments and again late at night when the children
sleep.  This will be so the coming weeks.

They portray we're being raptured before the eclipse; the phrase 's gone' points to that. The coming eclipses to-
get-her form a 'cross road'. The word Hebrew means crossing. The celestial river may indicate a fiery, time river
(the supposed black holes/interdimensional portals within may affirm the 'time of perplexity' starting). 

The concept of Chinese room is explained here and in more detail in one of the attachments, but the maker's logo
represents a red, fiery dove 

Crossing                                 Is gone ...            Fiery dove...red room

  

The repeated mills and cross signs in the game are XO signs as well

 

Amazing, hidden meaning in the lyrics, with multiple Scripture references pointing to the importance of the
heavenly signs and the time we're in

1 ALL THE EARTH 

mailto:sabinevlaming@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoLLw4Saemw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_room
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Their line is gone out through all the earth,
And their words to the end of the world.
In them hath he set a tabernacle for the sun.

...
How long wilt thou forget me, O LORD?
For ever?
How long wilt thou hide thy face from me?

 
2 THE END OF ALL THINGS | Darkened sun | Draco sweep | Embers cast from eyes 

Underneath the butterfly gardens,
Here I have buried all of my past.
But the lost will come to remember
The sun will not cast its light.
And the stars will fall around us,
And the embers cast from our eyes.
Binding us both to the end of all things
And the coming of the light. 

3 CLOUDS AND STARLIGHT | Rapture reference

Sleeping baby on the wing
Clouds and starlight, starlight, starlight
Fly to dreams and morning's brim
Starlight, sleep and love

Sleeping baby, shadowed dust
Clouds and starlight, starlight, starlight
When we're called to go we must
Into starlight, sleep and love

4 CARRY ME BACK TO HER ARMS | Sickle....harvest | Time....clock | Seventh apart (Sabbath)

A-roving we went, my true love and I
Amongst the corn and the maize,
When death leaned in with his sickle and clock
And swept my true love away.

I have followed the nightjar home to her bed
I have followed the sound of her heart,
Over field and valley I've counted them fly
And the seventh is always apart.

So a-roving I'll go through my fields once more
With my ear to the maize and the corn,
And wait for the day that death comes for me
To carry me back to her arms.

5 ALL MY BIRDS

Oh my love where did you fly
After you came home to me?
Like the nightjar you left me here
To nest in the mourning tree
I heard you coming home,
I heard you coming home.

6 THE MOURNING TREE
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I passed the day at the mourning tree,
Where the river's sorrows run deep
And all at once a host of birds
Did settle and nest around me

In their song, I heard your song
I heard the bomber's drone
beneath those birds and the swaying wheat
I heard you coming home

Oh my love where did you fly?
After you came home to me
Like the nightjar you left me here
To nest in the mourning tree.

7 FOR EVER | Days of sorrow (river of sorrow) will soon be (crossed) over

How long wilt thou forget me O Lord?
For ever?
How long wilt thou hide thy face from me?
How long shall I take counsel in my soul,
Having sorrow in my heart daily?
How long shall mine enemy be exalted over me?
Consider, and hear me, O Lord my God
Lighten mine eyes
Lighten mine eyes
Lest I sleep the sleep of death.

8 FINDING THE PATTERN | Ecliptic

How long wilt thou forget me, O LORD? For ever?
How long wilt thou hide thy face from me?

Their line is gone out through all the earth, and their words to the end of the world.
In them hath he set a tabernacle for the sun.

9 THE LIGHT WE CAST

Now everything has come to rest,
The end has come and I am not afraid.
We travel on towards a new beginning,
We slip away and we are unafraid.
We're born apart; the waters carry us,
An endless dark, the sovereign galaxies.
The light we cast creates a bridge
And guides the way across the ageless deep.
I see them all, I see them dancing
In the endless numbers of the light.
I love you in the ebbing of the tide
I love you in the quiet immanence
I love you in the patterned butterflies.
Now everything has come to rest,
The end has come and I am not afraid.
We travel on towards a new beginning,
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We slip away and we are unafraid.

Past research attached.


